Erasmus+ project “Healthy Minds – Wellbeing at School”
www.healthymindsproject.net
Lesson plan – Anxiety, types of anxiety disorders, how to cope with anxiety and panic attacks
Objectives/Impact
1) Analyse definition of anxiety, observe difference between everyday anxiety and anxiety disorders
2) Define physical symptoms and thoughts for anxiety and panic attacks
3) Develop ways to cope with anxiety and find the best ways for different people.

Total Time Assigned: 3 hours
Title
Opening
activity

Short description
1. Definition of anxiety. Pros and cons of anxiety in
everyday life. When anxiety starts to be a problem in your
life.
Infographic “Everyday anxiety or anxiety disorder”

Resources
Time
Computer or approx.30
laptop,
minutes
projector,
smartphones.
Install
Kahoot! On
smartphones.

2. Kinds of anxiety disorders.
Watch video link and discuss.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KMipIPntA&fbclid=IwAR0DxbGaFEtLCHzSiYebUU5hh0oMAo6rIDO9rtJwUkTjDYEkJTWa2K0D40
3. Play the Kahoot!
https://create.kahoot.it/share/anxiety/2b5c4696-ad9745b1-8bce-c1eec8a283b5
The main
activity

1. Physical symptoms of anxiety
2. What characterises your thoughts, when you have
anxiety?
3. Panic attacks: physical symptoms, thoughts, first aid for
panic attacks.
Infographic “Breathe with Peace”. Infographic “How to
cope with panic attack”

Computer or
laptop,
projector

approx.40
minutes

Watch video link and discuss.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L41IDNlA7KE

4. How to cope with anxiety?
Infographic “When you feel anxious”
Closing
activity

1. Practice “Anxiety case”
2. Practice meditation and discuss your emotions in groups.
Infographic for differentiations your emotions.
Watch video link and discuss.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pLUleLdwY4)
3. Use mobile apps to cope with anxiety.
Infographic “The best apps to cope with anxiety”.

Computer or
laptop,
projector.
Paper sheets,
pen or pencil
for each
student.

approx.60
minutes

Erasmus+ project “Healthy Minds – Wellbeing at School”
www.healthymindsproject.net

Lesson 1: Anxiety
Introductory activity
1. Definition of anxiety
2. Type of anxiety disorders
3. Statistics relating to Anxiety (UK figures)

Definition and context
Anxiety is a word we use to describe feelings of unease, worry and fear. It incorporates both
the emotions and the physical sensations we might experience when we are worried or nervous
about something.
Anxiety may not be enjoyable, but it’s a normal emotion and it can help you focus when you face
a challenge or threat.
Anxiety is an emotion - you feel nervous or scared. Stress is a physical response to something you
feel threatened by your heart rate increases, your breathing quickens, and your muscles become
tense. It is your body’s way of making you alert and prepared for action. Anxiety can be triggered
by factors including stress or environmental stimuli.
Anxiety is normal emotion for most people, but people who suffer from persistent or extreme
anxiety that interferes with their personal and professional lives may have an anxiety disorder.
Anxiety is a common mental health disorder affecting approximately 3 million people in the
UK.

Types of anxiety disorders include:

1. Generalised anxiety disorder — excessive anxiety for no apparent reason that lasts for
6 months or longer
2. Social anxiety — fear of judgment or humiliation in social situations
3. Separation anxiety — fear of being away from home or family
4. Phobia — fear of a specific activity, object, or situation

Complex phobias tend to be more disabling than simple phobias. They usually develop during
early adulthood and are often associated with a deep-rooted fear or anxiety about a particular
situation or circumstance.
The 2 most common complex phobias are:
 Agoraphobia (include to fear be in open spaces, public transit, shopping centres, or
simply being outside their home)
 Social phobia (might be afraid of speaking in front of people for fear of embarrassing
yourself and being humiliated in public)

5. Hypochondriasis — persistent fear of having serious health issues
6. Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) — people could perform certain routines
repeatedly (called "compulsions"), or has certain thoughts repeatedly (called
"obsessions")
7. Post-traumatic stress disorder — severe anxiety after a traumatic event or events
8. Panic disorders - is an anxiety disorder characterised by reoccurring unexpected panic
attacks.
Statistics (www.anxietyuk.org.uk):
 13.3% of 16 – 19 years old and 15.8% of 20 – 24 years old have suffered from anxiety
(neurotic episode)
 1.7% of 16 – 19 years old and 2.2% of 20 -24 years old have suffered from a depressive
episode
 0.9% of 16 – 19 years old and 1.9% of 20 – 24 years old have suffered from obsessive
compulsive disorder.
Practice activity 1:
Watch the video using the link below and discuss its content.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KMipIPntA&fbclid=IwAR0DxbGaFEtLCHzSiYebUU5hh0oMAo6rIDO9rtJwUkTjDYEkJTWa2K0D40
Consider the following:





How does the man feel?
What emotions is he experiencing?
What type of anxiety disorder may he be suffering from?
What does this could this student do to feel more at ease and comfortable?

Practice activity 2:
Play the Kahoot! using the link below
https://create.kahoot.it/share/anxiety/2b5c4696-ad97-45b1-8bce-c1eec8a283b5

The main activity
1)
2)
3)
4)

Physical symptoms of anxiety.
What characterises your thoughts when you have anxiety?
Panic attacks: physical symptoms, thoughts, first aid
How to cope with anxiety?

1. The most common physical symptoms of anxiety are:

a churning feeling in your stomach

feeling light-headed or dizzy

pins and needles in your limbs

feeling restless or unable to sit still

headaches, backache or other aches and pains

increased breathing speed

a fast, thumping or irregular heartbeat

sweating or hot flushes

problems sleeping

grinding your teeth, especially at night

nausea (feeling sick)

needing the toilet more or less often

having panic attacks.
2. What about your thoughts when you have a high level of anxiety?
The following examples are different types of thoughts that those suffering from Anxiety my
experience;
1. Saying something that could offend someone.
"Did I say that the wrong way? Did trying so hard not to offend that person actually make it
more offensive?"
2. Getting stuck on public transportation.
"When a subway train is stuck, or stalled, and I don't have information about why, I get a bit
freaked out and contemplate taking a taxi even if I know it'll cost way too much and take the
same amount time. This is because at least I'm able to see what is holding me up and feel like
I have some control of my surroundings."
3. Arriving somewhere late (or on time, for that matter).
"What time do I have to leave work to get to where I'm going? What is traffic going to look
like? Will parking be hard?"

4. Fearing something could go wrong.
"I am in constant fear of what's going to happen. What if something happens to me or someone
I know! I fear I will end up homeless. I have no friends or family to turn to."
5. Forgetting to do something important.
"On good days I can leave the house without having to check the lock three times or making
sure the fridge is closed several times. On good days I can control my thoughts and nothing
comes through my mind. On bad days I can't stop the ‘what ifs’."
6. Not being able to control what's happening now or in the future.
"Every minute of every day worrying about something that is currently happening, something
that happened recently, or something that might happen in the later today or in the future."
7. Wondering if your loved ones are upset with you.
"Why are they taking so long to respond to my text message? Are they mad at me? I must have
annoyed them."
8. Making a mistake at work that will result in someone judging you.
"I had a typo in the last email and I hit reply all -- now everyone thinks I'm incompetent or
don't know the difference between 'their' and 'there.'"
9. Looking stupid in a social setting.
"Are they laughing at me? I hope I don't mess this up. I hope I don't say the wrong thing. Was
that supposed to be funny? Was I NOT supposed to laugh? Can I leave yet?"
10. Feeling anxious about being anxious.
"Most of my anxiety is about having an anxiety disorder. Why am I anxious? I have no reason
to be anxious. I'm happy and have a good life. Why can't I let the anxiety go? I know it's
stressing me out, can everyone tell? Am I making other people anxious?"
3. Panic Attacks
Panic attacks are one of the more extreme symptom of anxiety disorders. A Panic attack is a
rush of intense anxiety and physical symptoms. Panic attacks usually last from around 5 to 20
minutes. Some panic attacks have been reported to last up to an hour. Although it may feel like
something is seriously wrong, they aren't dangerous and shouldn't harm you.
The most common physical signs of panic attacks are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Nausea
Chills or hot flashes
Sweating
Trebling or shaking
Heart palpitations
Numbness and tingling

7)

Hyperventilation (shortness of breath).

Although people can also feel a choking sensation, dizziness, ringing in your ears, shaky limbs,
dry mouth, a need to go to the toilet, a churning stomach, feeling like you`re not connected to
your body, blurry vision.
The most common thoughts while experiencing a panic attack are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

I am having a heart attack
I`m dying
I`m losing control or ‘going crazy’
I`m not normal, I can`t cope.
I can`t manage this feeling, I will only get worse,
Other people think I`m strange.

4. Seek medical advice if:





Your panic attack continues after doing 20 minutes of slow breathing.
You still feel unwell after your breathing returns to normal.
You still have a rapid or irregular heartbeat or chest pains after your panic attack.
You regularly have panic attacks, as this could be a sign that you have panic disorder.

Practice activity 3:
Practice Breathing with Peace (Infographic)

Practice activity 4:
Watch the video about celebrities who suffer from anxiety disorders. Discuss this video in
small groups. You could choose one of celebrity’s case studies and discuss if any students can
relate to their situation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L41IDNlA7KE

How to cope with your anxiety?
1. Go outside
Going for a walk or sitting outside can be a great way to think about other things – you might,
for instance, greet other people or appreciate the natural environment. When you’re focused
less on what your body’s doing – your racing heart, breathlessness, and sweaty palms – you
can override your anxiety.
2. Take a deep breath
One breathing tip is to take a long breath through your nose and hold it while counting to three.
Then, exhale slowly through pursed lips while you focus on relaxing the muscles in your face,
shoulders, and stomach. Getting more fresh air outside can help you to make such breathing
exercises more effective. This is because the amount of oxygen you have in your brain affects
your serotonin or “happy hormone”, which affects your mood. If you have too much serotonin,
you’ll feel tense. When you boost your body’s oxygen by taking deep breaths in a calming
space, you’ll improve your serotonin levels so that you feel happier.
3. Ask for help
Anxiety can make you feel alone, but there are all sorts of people you can reach out to for
support. It can be anyone: a family member, friend, colleague, and of course, a therapist.
Don't suffer alone because help is out there. Let the person know that you need to talk and
ask if they have time. That way they'll be in the right frame of mind to listen, and you'll feel
more supported as a result. Sometimes, the smallest thing can make the biggest difference
when you're feeling anxious, such as texting a friend.
4. Create something
Art therapy can be valuable in navigating anxiety. It can become another healthy tool in our
collection whether your anxiety is occasional or chronic. One big benefit of art therapy is its
ability to calm the nervous system: when we’re focused on creating, our attention shifts away
from worrisome ruminations.
5. Drink water
If you aren`t drinking enough water, you may become dehydrated and this can make your
anxiety symptoms worse. Dehydration can actually cause heart palpitations. This can lead to
feelings of panic, which may trigger an anxiety attack. Take a few moments to relax and drink
a large glass of water and see if you feel any better.
6. Stay present
Anxiety is always about the future. Research shows living in the moment helps alleviate
anxiety. It involves giving all of your attention to the here and now, rather than worrying about
the past or future.

7. Write about how you feel and your thoughts
Over the next few weeks, note which situations, times, places and people make you feel
anxious. Once you have identified these, think about each one and ask yourself ‘Can I avoid
it’? For example, if you find that driving to work during the rush hour is stressful, perhaps you
can avoid it by finishing work a bit earlier or later, or by car-sharing with a colleague.
8. Listen to soothing songs
Listening to music can have a tremendously relaxing effect on our minds and body, especially
slow, quiet classical music and nature sounds. This type of music can have a beneficial effect
on our physiological functions, slowing the pulse and heart rate, lowering blood pressure, and
decreasing the levels of stress hormones. Music therapy can suppress the sympathetic nervous
system, which is involved with the “flight-or-flight” stress response of the body. Music also
triggers the brain to release endorphins, increase dopamine levels, and block pain pathways, all
which can help to enhance a sense of well-being.
9. Find a positive distraction
Focus your thoughts and attention on positive things, it helps to reduce anxiety and fears.
Having an attitude of thankfulness for the important things that you have in life helps to be less
concerned with worrying about the things you don’t have. Positive thinking broadens our
thoughts and promotes the discovery of creative actions, ideas and social bonds which then
build our personal resources. These resources serve as reserves that we can draw upon to deal
with our anxieties and fears. Positive thinking and having a sense of gratitude are incredibly
beneficial, can help us to think differently, and help us to conquer our anxiety.
10. Use aromatherapy
Lavender is well known for its calming properties. Keep a small bottle of lavender oil on hand
for the scent, for when you feel anxious thoughts brewing. If you practice mindfulness or
meditation, try smelling lavender during your practice. Over time, you’ll associate the feeling
of relaxation with that scent, making it even more effective.
11. Practice yoga
Yoga postures, known as asanas, help ease the physical discomfort that is caused by anxiety.
Asanas work to stretch, lengthen, and balance the muscles. These postures can assist in
releasing built-up muscle tension and stiffness throughout the body. Yoga poses are often
taught in sequences that can be a powerful form of physical exercise. There are many ways
in which exercise benefits panic disorder, including a reduction anxiety.
Diet is also important
Anxiety can also be triggered by certain foods that we consume. If you have high level of
anxiety you don`t eat and drink the following:
1.
Alcohol
2.
Caffeine
3.
Aged, fermented and cultured foods
4.
Products with added sugar

If you have persistent feelings of anxiety every day for more than 3 months, have extreme irrational
fears that won’t go away or if your anxiety interferes with your daily life and relationships then you
should see your GP.

Closing activity
Practice activity 5:
Using the emotions wheel below, identify and describe your emotions at this moment and write
them down. Now consider someone who is suffering from Anxiety, what emotions will they
be feeling, write the down as well. Our emotions can be very strong and can have serious
impacts on our thoughts, felling and ability to function in day to day life. Controlling your
emotions is important but requires you to identify and understand them first.

Practice activity 6:
Watch the video in the link provided and practice the meditation technique for feelings of
anxiety.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pLUleLdwY4
Fix your emotions and thoughts after meditation. Discuss your observations in a group.
Practice activity 7:
Install the apps from the Infographic “The best apps to cope with anxiety”, try to use each of
them and find which one is the most useful for you. Discuss the pros and cons of using apps
for coping with anxiety.

ANXIETY
How to cope with anxiety in your life

This word we use to describe
feelings of unease, worry
and fear. It incorporates both the
emotions and the physical
sensations we
might experience when we are
worried or nervous about something.

YTEIXNA SI TAHW

ANXIETY

SREDROSID
YTEIXNA FO SEPYT

GENERALIZED
ANXIETY
DISORDER (GAD)

OBSESSIVECOMPULSIVE
DISORDER (OCD)

SOCIAL ANXIETY

SEPARATION
ANXIETY

PHOBIA

HYPOCHONDRIASIS

POST-TRAUMATIC
STRESS
DISORDER

PANIC
DISORDERS

OF 16-19 YEARS OLD HAVE SUFFERED FROM
ANXIETY (NEUROTIC EPISODE)

SCITSITATS

13,3%

OF 20-24 YEARS OLD HAVE SUFFERED FROM
ANXIETY (NEUROTIC EPISODE)

SCITSITATS

15,8%

a churning feeling in your stomach
feeling light-headed or dizzy
pins and needles

PHYSICAL

feeling restless or unable to sit still
headaches, backache or other aches and
pains

SYMPTOMS OF

faster breathing
a fast, thumping or irregular heartbeat
sweating or hot flushes
problems sleeping
grinding your teeth, especially at night
nausea (feeling sick)
needing the toilet more or less often
having panic attacks

ANXIETY

saying something that could offend
someone
getting stuck on public transportation
arriving somewhere late (or on time, for
that matter)
fearing something could go wrong
forgetting to do something important
not being able to control what's happening now
or in the future
wondering if your loved ones are upset with
you
making a mistake at work that will result in
someone judging you
looking stupid in a social setting
feeling anxious about being anxious

THOUGHTS OF
ANXIETY

KCATTA CINAP SI TAHW

PANIC ATTACK
This is a rush of intense anxiety and
physical symptoms. Panic attacks
usually last from around 5 to 20
minutes.

nausea
chills or hot flashes
sweating

trembling or shaking

heart palpitations
numbness and tingling

hyperventilation (shortness of breath)

PHYSICAL
SIGNS OF
PANIC
ATTACKS

I have a heart attack

THOUGHTS IN
I`m dying

PANIC
I`m losing control or "going crazy"

I`m not normal, I can`t cope

I can`t manage this felling, I will only get
worse, other people think I`m strange

ATTACKS

HOW TO COPE WITH ANXIETY

BRIGHT COLORS
Presentations are
communication tools.

THANK YOU FOR
ATTENTION!

